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Development Operations is central for all Cloud and HPC 
workflows

Cloud design goals reflect organic growth from traditional data center needs.

Development Operations is bigger than software. It’s an operational standard common to any 
process, implicit or explicit.

Typical data center apps strain compute resources but generally tolerate memory and network 
latency better than HPC apps, and tools reflect this by offering scalability at the cost of latency.

How much convergence makes sense, and what are the requirements for convergence?

HPC Cloud



Development Operations is central for all Cloud and HPC 
workflows

Decide for yourself…

Cloud design goals reflect organic growth from traditional data center needs.

Development Operations is bigger than software. It’s an operational standard common to any 
process, implicit or explicit.

Typical data center apps strain compute resources but generally tolerate memory and network 
latency better than HPC apps, and tools reflect this by offering scalability at the cost of latency.

How much convergence makes sense, and what are the requirements for convergence?



Middle Solutions Don’t Work for All Operational Needs

Development Operations := An active process refined by clear levels of detail.

This is 
space.



The Same Operational Task Has Different Deliverable Outcomes

Development Operations := An active process refined by clear levels of detail.
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Operation success depends on context

Development Operations := An active process refined by clear levels of detail.
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Automation patterns are applicable to problems of a similar 
type

Development Operations := An active process refined by clear levels of detail.
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Application experiments have computing and physics 
goals.

Compute platform concern

Application concern
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System performance may be evaluated separately from 
application performance.
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We’re in the business of Application Experiments, which are 
inextricably linked to hardware. We can embrace that.
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“DevOps” tools are mature, but not designed for HPC 
DevOps
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HPC and Cloud DevOps Can Still Use the Same Tools

What is the cost of failed application experiment?
- Minimize error.

What is the cost of failed customer engagement?
- Minimize downtime.

Today’s code automation works with both.



Merging Capabilities requires managing trade-offs

HPC 
goals

Cloud 
design 
goals

High memory bandwidth
Low memory latency

Low network latency

    Maximum compute
      performance for 
          specific resource
      
               Distributed
                 memory parallelism

High app availability

Flexible compute
resources

Data parallelism

Model
parallelism

High network 
bandwidth

High machine 
availability

Multi-node 
system



HPC (mostly) in the cloud

We demonstrate technical feasibility for the most complex apps and 
problems



First steps for HPC workflows in the Cloud

● Embarrassingly parallel apps/problems

● On-node GPU parallel apps/problems

● Latency tolerant or latency hiding distributed 
memory parallel apps/problems (they exist!)

● User interfaces

● These apps are more likely to benefit from 
existing cloud tools, and offer opportunities to 
evaluate security and performance for running 
very tough apps. 



Requirements for very challenging HPC workflows in the Cloud:

● Bless the kernel, and make it known.

● Support arbitrary containers. 
(kernel user namespace makes this easy)

● Ability to inspect host’s hardware.

● Ability to inspect parallel orchestration 
environment.

● Container acceptance tests in 
distributed memory parallel.
(performance tests and physics tests)



Why do we need a blessed kernel?

Host v1

Linux Kernel v1

Hardware land
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Why do we need a blessed kernel?

Host v2

Linux Kernel v2

host files v2 app

t1

Hardware interface is a 
provenance concern for scientific 
experiments.

Performance degradation breaks 
HPC application requirements.

We need information about the 
kernel for experiment 
comparability and performance 
assurances.

Answer:



Why do we need an arbitrary container?

Host v1

Linux Kernel v1

host files v1 app

t0



ContainerHost v1

Linux Kernel v1

Why do we need an arbitrary container?

files v1 app

t0

host files v1 app



ContainerHost v2

Linux Kernel v2

Why do we need an arbitrary container?

files v1 app

t1

host files v2 app

glibc ABI compatibility and isolated application 
dependencies can buy us some portability, which saves on 
DevOps cycles.

Answer:



Why do we need the ability to inspect host’s hardware?

ContainerHost

Kernel

Accelerator Type A Kernel module Driver

Accelerator Type B
Library

Containerized applications have 3 possible interfaces to the host and its devices:

1. The Linux kernel
2. Kernel modules
3. Kernel bypass libraries

ex- GPU

ex- InfiniBand 
      (verbs)

Source: Complete Provenance for Application Experiments with Containers and Hardware Interface Metadata

Answer:



Why do we need the ability to inspect parallel orchestration 
environment?

Answer:

HPC system scheduler

Our containers require an appropriate abstraction for distributed 
parallel execution.

Abstractions that work so far:
● Matching host MPI (harder to maintain)
● Matching host PMI (less admin control)



Why do we need container acceptance tests in distributed memory 
parallel? 

Answer:
We do this at LANL using Gitlab, Slurm, and Jacamar.
This is compatible with any cloud software stack, on-prem or remote.

Build CI Test config Compare 
results



HPC (mostly) in the cloud HPC+Cloud

Two extremes:

● HPC completely in the cloud
● Cloud as an accelerator



HPC+Cloud

● Leverages existing HPC infrastructure with minimal changes.
● Leverages cloud infrastructure strengths with minimal changes.

● Two primary challenges, and example solutions:
1. HPC/Cloud interface – Active Learning Framework (ALF), LANL
2. Machine-actionable data curation – Data Science Infrastructure (DSI) Project, LANL

Machine learning example







Data Science Infrastructure Supports Cross-Cutting Data 
Interoperability with Plugins and Drivers

Not prescriptive – goal is to meet the users where they are
Read their formats, work with their existing processes
Provide templates of best practices



Data Science Infrastructure Supports Cross-Cutting Data 
Interoperability with POSIX-enforced security compliance

github.lanl.gov/lanl/dsi

http://github.com/lanl/dsi


Converged cluster success for ML depends on metrics TBD

1. Is there a framework to support it (working on it) ?
2. Is the linkage fast enough (bandwidth/latency) ?
3. Is the linkage secure enough (encryption sufficient) ?
4. Is the design advantage worth it (co-located or not) ?

HPC+Cloud



Summary

● DevOps is more general than tools, and it serves as common ground for a discussion 
about converged computing.

● Studying the needs for minimal convergence and maximal convergence reveals 
converged cluster design trade-spaces.

● The most challenging apps could technically run in the cloud, if some gaps are filled. 
Security is not considered here.

HPC Cloud


